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Harmonization and Side Payments in Political Cooperation
By BARD HARSTAD*

For two districts or countries that try to internalize externalities, I analyze a
bargaining game under private information. I derive conditions for when it is
efficient with uniform policies across regions-with and without side paymentsand when it is efficient to prohibit side payments in the negotiations. While
policy differentiation and side payments allow the policy to better reflect local
conditions, they create conflicts between the regions and, thus, delay. The
results also describe when political centralization outperforms decentralized
cooperation, and they provide a theoretical foundation for the controversial
"uniformity assumption" traditionally used by the fiscal federalism literature.
(JEL C78, D72, D82, H77)

Consider the classical situation with regional
public goods: due to externalities, regions A and
B each contributes too little. Thus, the regions

would like to negotiate an agreement where
they must both contribute more. The regions
may be heterogeneous, but local preferences are

local knowledge. In this simple context, I ask
two simple questions: Can the regions benefit
by constraining themselves to agreements with
complete harmonization of policies0 When will
side payments improve the agreement0 The an-

swers turn out to explain puzzling aspects of

federal unions and solve controversies in the

associated literature.

Take, for a start, the case without side payments. The regions disagree on how the policy
should be differentiated, since each wants the
other to contribute more. The region with the
highest value of the public good is most eager to

settle the agreement and is, in equilibrium,

forced to contribute the most. Such differentia-

to participate in the agreement, and reluctance

can be signaled by delay. If, instead, policies
must be uniform across regions, there is no
desire to signal bargaining power by delay,
since both regions will have to contribute by the
same amount in any case. Thus, uniformity is
good when the cost of strategic delay is larger

than the value of differentiation. This turns out

to be the case when the externality is large,
while the heterogeneity and the value of the
agreement are small.
When side payments and differentiation are
both possible, the situation is quite different.
First, one region can pay the other for contributing more. This generates gains from trade.
Second, the desired "direction of trade" depends

on the regions' values of the public good, so
that a region reveals its type by its proposal.
This makes delay less necessary as a signaling
device. For both reasons, policy differentiation

is always beneficial when side payments are

tion is typically efficient. But to obtain a better involved. To further reduce strategic delay,
deal, each region would like to signal reluctance however, it might be even better to prohibit both
side payments and differentiation.
By contrasting these two cases, the effect of
* Managerial Economics and Decision Sciences,
side payments is isolated. As already noticed,

Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University,
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side payments allow both gains from trade and

a method for the regions of signaling their
types, so that delay is less necessary as a sig-

naling device. As a third effect, however, a
reluctant region may force the other region to
pay side transfers in addition to contributing
more. The conflict of interest is larger with side
payments, and the incentive to signal reluctance

may increase. In fact, when the "gains from
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trade" are small, side
admit
payments
that harmonization isare
"a typical
detrime
way in
to efficiency.
which the EU implements policies," they argue
that such "rigid" unions are inferior to "flexible"
The results justify why side payments do not
always take place. In federal unions, side payones, which allow for policy differentiation.
ments can be implemented by taxes differing
This paper, by contrast, points out the advantages of harmonization and describes when this
across regions, but, typically, federal tax rates
is beneficial.
are uniform, and explicit transfers between districts are unusual. Linkages between trade and
The paper makes two contributions to the
environmental agreements, for example, are
literature on fiscal federalism (surveyed by Wallace Oates, 1999). Traditionally, this literature
also rare. This is puzzling to many scholars,
since "linking issues together in 'package deals'
compares decentralization and centralization
can open the door to agreements by ensuring
assuming that (i) centralization implies uniformity; (ii) under decentralization, local governments
that there are prizes for everybody," suggesting
do not cooperate. The "uniformity assumption" (i) is
that "side payments are needed to reach the best
result."' In some cases, the possibility of side
heavily criticized for lacking theoretical foun-

payments depends on the institutions. The European Council, comprising the European prime
ministers and heads of states, typically negotiates

large package deals, including transfers. The

Council of Ministers, however, has less discre-

dations,4 although Paul Seabright (1996, 63)
admits that "centralized political systems do
tend to implement policies that are regionally

more uniform than decentralized ones. An im-

portant question is why." Addressing the question,

tion over alternative political issues, and side

this paper finds a rationale for harmonization,
but also shows that this requires a precommitment. Since regions in a federal union are better
tion of control between the chambers.
able to make such commitments (e.g., by writPolitical harmonization is another charactering a constitution), the paper explains why (and
istic of federal policies and international when) policies are more uniform within than
agreements. In the European Union (EU), uni- across federal unions.5
formity is recognized as "the classic Community Assumption (ii) is also controversial, and
method."3 Article 94, Treaty of the European ought to be relaxed. After all, local governments

payments are difficult.2 The desirability of side
payments may thus dictate the optimal alloca-

Community, calls for an "approximation of often have both incentives and discretion to

laws, regulations or administrative provisions," negotiate whenever externalities exist, with no
which has led to an explosion of directives commitment to uniformity, although this may
calling for uniform policies for, e.g., the envi-

ronment (John McCormick 2001). Since such

uniformity cannot reflect local conditions, it is 4 Arguably, the uniformity assumption is "not derived
often criticized. Although Alberto Alesina, Ig- from any explicit model of government behavior" (Ben

Lockwood 2002, 313) and "it is neither empirically nor
theoretically satisfactory" (Timothy Besley and Stephen

nazio Angeloni, and Federico Etro (2005, 602)

Coate 2003, 2612). Empirically, US funds for infrastructure
do vary across states (Brian Knight 2004) while, for liquor
control, some states "chose a centralized, uniform policy"
'The quotes are borrowed from Neill Nugent (2003,

357) and Herman Cesar and Aart de Zeeuw (1996, 158),
(Koleman Strumpf and Felix Oberholzer-Gee 2002, 2).

5 To some extent, the political economy approach (surrespectively.
2 This is a well-known difference between the two chamveyed by Lockwood 2005) does help explain uniformity,

since centralization makes politicians less accountable to
bers. For example, Nugent (2003, 357) writes, "The European Council has been instrumental in formulating some local
of needs (Seabright 1996). Jean Hindriks and Lockwood
(2005) suggest tax uniformity to increase accountability,
the EU's grander compromises and linked deals [while]
Massimo Bordignon and Enrico Minelli (2001) argue
other EU institutions ... are ill-adapted to the linking while
of
for "simple rules." These explanations rely on asymmetric
different policy areas [because] they certainly do not have
the means."

information between voters and politicians, but the tradi-

3 Grainne De Burca and Joanne Scott (2000, 1). More- tional justification for uniformity is that "information about
over, the World Trade Organization (WTO) relies on uni- countries' preferences is not publicly available" (Alesina,
Angeloni, and Etro 2005, 604). Uniformity can also be a
formity by applying formulas for tariff negotiations, and its
"reciprocity principle" requires that concessions should be response to median voters (Jacques Crdmer and Thomas R.
similar across countries. Even the Kyoto protocol is uniform Palfrey 2000), lobbying (Gregory Besharov 2002), Bertrand
in that the requirements are relative to the 1990-level for competition between districts (Matthias Wrede 2006), or
strategy-proofness (Antoine Loeper 2006).
each country.
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lead to delay. Centralization, if we rely
by on
gA,asand the marginal cost of contributing is
normalized
sumption (i), leads to uniformity but no
delay. to one. The externality e denotes the
fraction of A's contribution that "crosses the
Hence, centralization outperforms decentralized
to the benefit of region B. Since symcooperation exactly when uniformity border"
outpermetric
assumptions are made for region B, the
forms differentiation, as analyzed in this
paper.
The paper also contributes to the literature
level ofon
public good in region A is (1 - e)gA +
bargaining under private information (surveyed
egB. In addition, let s be a (possibly negative)
side payment
from B to A. The regional utility
by Lawrence M. Ausubel, Peter Cramton,
and
functions
Raymond J. Deneckere 2002). In political
bar- are:

gaining, Alesina and Allan Drazen (1991) predict a war of attrition between groups trying
(1) uA =toVA[(1 - e)gA egB] - gA + S,
stabilize the economy. Giving in early reveals a
high willingness to pay, and the proposal-maker
UB = v,[(1 - e)gB + egA] -- g - S.
is thus forced to bear most of the cost (ChangTai Hsieh 2000). Such inefficiencies often
arise
To avoid trivial cases, assume that 1/(1 - e) >

in bargaining under private information.
folvi >I 1:6
the first inequality ensures that no
low Anat R. Admati and Motty Perry
region
(1987)
will contribute without an agreement, the
second
that both regions would benefit from an
and Cramton (1992) who endogenize the
timing
of offers, and allow each negotiatoragreement
to delaywith equal contributions.7 The positive8
externality implies that the regions benefit
before making its next offer. With two
types
cooperation.
and alternating offers, I get a simple,from
unique
equilibrium, which actually implements the
best
Specifying
(gA, 9B, S) is equivalent to speci"reasonable" mechanism. The possibility
to defying
(g, d, s), where g g + g measures the
sizebelow,
of the agreement and d measures how the
lay is actually not crucial for the results
policy
is differentiated across the regions,
since a region could alternatively signal
by proposing an inefficient or less ambitious agreement. The conclusion that simple constraints,
(2) d gB- gA.
such as prohibiting side payments, in specified

cases mitigate inefficiencies in bargaining
A uniform
is
policy requires th

novel and relevant in many contexts, for
examcontribute
the same amount (d
ple, for the debate on issue linkages (see,
e.g.,
alently,
that the level of public
Roman Inderst 2000).
in both regions. But even with d
The next section presents the model there
of the may be natural or techn
economy and the bargaining game. Section
tions IIto the extent to which t
differentiated, such that
describes the equilibrium when side payments
are not possible, and investigates when a uniform policy is beneficial. Section III repeats this
(3) d E [-D, D] for some D > 0.
exercise for the case with side payments, while
Section IV compares the two cases and derives
conditions under which side payments For
are example,
good.
requiring gi E (g, g) would imply
Section V lays out the implications forDinterna= g - g. In general, D may capture the extent
whichthe
it is reasonable or efficient to differtional cooperation, fiscal federalism,toand

uniformity assumption. Robustness is discussed
entiate the policy. If we believe the real cost of
in Section VI, while Section VII concludes. All

proofs are relegated to the Appendix.
I. The Model

6 In statements that may be true for either region, i
denotes any of these, i.e., i E {A, B}.

A. The Economic Environment

1 were possible, i would not participate without differenti-

7 I thus abstract from the problem of participation: if vi <

ation or side payments (see, e.g., Michael Hoel 1992).
8 A negative externality can become positive by simply

Consider a typical situation with regionalchanging

the sign of ga and gB: while the externality of

public goods. Region A's marginal value of thepollution is negative, the
public good is vA, its contribution is measuredpollution is positive.

externality of cleaning or reducing
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contributing to be a more
(less) convex funcU U A + UB
tion, then it is cheapest to spread the contributions more (less) evenly. To approximate this in

the linear model, D should be small (large). D

2 - 1 + d(vBhowever.
- VA) e .
plays no role in the next section,
Since the utility functions are linear, the re22

gions would like g to The
be infinitely
last
large.eq
Bu

there are several reasons
benefits
why g may be limited
f
in reality. If g must be whenever
financed by local taxes e
o
loans, and the sum of the
tax bases is normalgeneous
(V

ized to one, the budget
constraint (when
mainly
a th
l
regions can borrow from
is each
optimal:
other) is gA

of will
clean air should
reduce
its equilibrium,
emission the
g0 - 1. This constraint
bind
in
most. If e > 1/2, most of the emission crosses
so that in any agreement,9

(4) gA + gB = 1.

the border and d(v, - vA) < 0 is optimal: the

region with the lowest value of clean air

should reduce its emission the most.'0

A and B have conflicting interests
Besides reflecting the regions' joint budgetHowever,
conhow the policy should be differentiated: each
straint, a fixed size of the project is also in
reasonable in other cases. In Alesina and Drazen
region prefers that the other region contributes
most. Moreover, local preferences are assumed
(1991), for example, two groups negotiate
whether and how to stabilize debt, whereto
the
be local information." Region i knows only
current level of debt defines the required its
total
own type vi E {[v, v}, and the fact that the
other region's type is either low (v) or high (iv >
contribution. Similarly, ratifying an environmental agreement may commit the EU to reduce
v) with equal probability.
its total pollution by a certain amount, but how

the contributions should be allocated between

B. The Bargaining Game
countries remains to be negotiated. To fix ideas,
suppose that A and B negotiate whether and how
to implement an agreement cleaning or reduc- The bargaining game is quite standard. The
ing the total amount of emission by one unit: dtwo regions make alternating offers over (d, s),
time is continuous, and the time horizon is
measures how much B cleans relative to A, e
represents the fraction of emissions crossing the infinite. A makes the first offer (d, s) E R2. If B
border, while vi quantifies i's marginal value of rejects, B makes the next offer, and so on. An
clean air.
agreement is made as soon as one offer is acThe constraint (4) allows us to focus on the
cepted by the other region. Agreeing early is
distributive issues d and s. Combining (2) and preferred to agreeing later, since i's present
(4), gA and g, become functions of d. Substi- value of an agreement settled at time t is 5tui,
where 6 < 1 is the regions' common discount
tuted in (1) gives
factor. As is typically assumed, the minimum
uA = (VA - 1)/2 + d[1 - (1 - 2e)vA]/2 + s, time between offers is small and approaching
zero. However, I follow Admati and Perry
UB = (VB - 1)/2 - d[1 - (1 - 2e)vB]/2 - s. (1987) and Cramton (1992) by relaxing the
Total welfare can be defined as

10 When would it be reasonable that e > 1/2 0 For the

pollution example, this means that polluting plants are quite
strategically located in each region. For international trade,
9Without regional loans, an alternative assumptionit implies that a domestic tariff reduction is mostly beneficould be to let there be upper boundaries for regional cial to foreigners.
contributions, gi 5 g,. This would lead, however, to an 10 This is in line with the federalism literature (see footunrealistic bias toward uniformity, since the first best wouldnote 5) and often empirically reasonable. For sulphur emis-

simply require gi = gi, without capturing the intuition thatsion in Europe, Miler (1991, 266) observes that "the control
the policy should be differentiated according to the vis in costs and environmental damage in one country are known
to that country only."
optimum.
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standard assumption that a region must payments
make a may be difficult if tax rates must be
same across regions. In any case, the results
proposal at a particular time. Timing is the
endogprovide
enous, as each region is allowed to delay as
long a benchmark case, which will later be
as it wishes before making its next offer.
contrasted
Beto the case with side payments (Section
III) to evaluate the effect of the side paysides generalizing the standard game, the
posments
sibility that a region can delay implies that
thethemselves (Section IV).
opponent cannot revise its offer in this period.
A. The Outcome with Differentiation
Cramton justifies this assumption by suggesting
that negotiators may find it unwise to revise
Thison
subsection presents the outcome under
their offers, if doing so has an adverse effect
differentiation
and explains how the negotiatheir reputation. Admati and Perry suggest
that
tions
will proceed. Without side payments, the
a player may actually "disappear" for
some
time, but explain that the same results regions
would bargain over d only.
prevail if a player can simply decline to receive
PROPOSITION
1: If the regions negotiate d,
an offer. This possibility seems reasonable
for
unique sequential equilibrium satisfying the
international negotiations, which cannotthe
effiIntuitive
ciently resume before both countries
have Criterion has the following outcome
(d, t):
agreed to schedule a new meeting. The assumption simplifies the analysis, since each region
B's type
can then signal its type by delaying appropriv
v
ately. In fact, there is a unique sequential equilibrium satisfying the Intuitive Criterion by In- A's
type

Koo Cho and David M. Kreps (1987). This

equilibrium is separating, and no pooling equi-

v

v (-d', t1) (0, 0)

libria exist.

The possibility of delaying is not crucial
where
in d', t,, and t2 are defined by:
the model, Section VI argues, because the regions may otherwise signal their types by
(5)prod'
posing inefficiently "small" projects, g < 1.
v-1 v-1
Under certain assumptions, this would give
identical results. In the present model, however,
=min
signaling by proposing g < 1 is not an equilibrium, since it is cheaper to signal by delay.12
v-1

2

[1-

(1-

Section VI also discusses how the results may

(6) 8"=
v - + (1 - v(l - 2e))d''

survive in more general bargaining models, and
shows that no "reasonable" procedure (or mechanism) can do better than the bargaining game

outlined here.

(7) - 1 (1 - v(1 - 2e))d'

II. Without Side Payments:
Uniform or Different Policies0

The negotiations will proceed as follows. If
region A is of high type, it will immediately

propose equal contributions (d = 0). A high-

This section assumes that side payments aretype B immediately accepts. A low-type B,
not possible. In the model, this is achieved byhowever, rejects A's offer and delays until time
simply requiring s = 0. In international negoti-t, before suggesting (by proposing -d') that A
contribute most. This is immediately accepted
ations, side transfers may be impossible if the
negotiating ministers have little discretion over
by A. If A is, instead, of low type, it does not
make any immediate offer. Instead, A delays
other political variables. In federal unions, side
until t, before suggesting (by proposing d') that
B contributes most. A high-type B immediately

12 The intuition for this is that the other region can
always suggest g = 1 in its next offer, while it cannotaccepts.

A low-type B, however, rejects A's

suggest to return to t = 0 after some delay. Thus, the other offer and delays until
region demands less in the latter case.
contributions, which

t2 before suggesting equal
A immediately accepts.
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more regions value
it highly.
Note that
the
In equilibrium, theifregion
with
the
highes
bargaining outcome is symmetric.

value of clean air will have to contribute the

most. If (vA, vB) = (_v, v), for example, B is very

eager to quickly settle the agreement. Since
eagerness reduces B's bargaining power, A

B. Uniform or Different Policies0

Suppose the two regions are committed to
(d = d' > 0). The amount of differentiation d'
uniform policies should they ever reach an
is determined by the difference in bargainingagreement. In the model, this requires that d =
power; it thus increases in v but decreases in
0 in any offer. Then, the bargaining outcome is
v.13 The final agreement d' is actually identicalsimple: A immediately suggests an agreement,
to the bargaining outcome if information wereand B immediately accepts, whatever are their
complete (see the Appendix). This property is types. Although the regions could demonstrate
defined as fair by Cramton (1992, 11), since
bargaining power by delaying or proposing g <
forces B to contribute most to the agreement

then "neither trader has an incentive to renego1, this is not attractive, since the regions have to
tiate the deal based on information available
contribute by the same amount in any case. No
type desires to imitate another type, so there is
after the settlement." This feature is particularly
no delay. With uniform policies and no side
appealing in the context of international agreements, where there is no third party enforcing
payments, the unique sequential equilibrium
outcome is thus (d, t) = (0, 0).
the agreement. 14 If A and B agreed to d > d', for
example, B could easily declare the agreement We can use the results above to characterize
to be invalid, after which each region would
the expected and discounted utility. In the case
of uniform and differentiated policies, respeccontribute zero until a new agreement were
tively, this can be written as
formed. Since regions' types would be revealed
at this stage, they would immediately negotiate
a new agreement with d = d' as defined above.
I
1

Thus, only fair agreements are stable toward
such a unilateral request to renege on the agree-

(8)

uo

(V

ment.

It is clearly attractive to be perceived as hav1
%v
+
v
2 /'
ing a low value of the agreement, since the other
region will then contribute more. With incomplete information, A wishes to pretend that it is
1
1
of low type, even if this is false. To signal its (9) u - 1) + - )t2
reluctance credibly, a low-type A must delay in
making an offer. The delay will be (exactly) so
+ 1 1+ - ( - v)d',.
long that it would be too costly to afford for a
high-type A.15 If -v is small but e and d' large, it
is less attractive to contribute locally; pretending to be a low type is more attractive, and the The fractions 1/4, , and /2
necessary delay (6)-(7) is large. Since only low that the regions are both l
types will delay, the agreement is settled earliertypes, or different types,
rentheses contain the total
discounted appropriately. B
ferentiation provides costs
13 In addition, the high type ends up contributing more
The potential benefit is tha
because it benefits more from its own local contribution.
highest value of clean air w
This is particularly important if the externality is small,
sion most. The cost is that
which explains why d' decreases in e.
14 "The rules for international law allow countries to delayed.
withdraw from an international treaty, at least after giving
It is useful to define the expected value as

2 2 (2

sufficient notice; and, as to reaffirm this freedom, nearly all

treaties include an explicit provision for withdrawal" (Scott

Barrett 2001, 1836).
15 This is possible since the utility function 8'ui fulfills
the single-crossing condition in the space (d, t).

2
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and the heterogeneity by the relative difference
I1B
in the two types' net value of a uniform agreement,

d=-o

v--l

h -> 1.
v-i

V-1

PROPOSITION 2: u0 > ud if and only if condition (10) holds. This is more likely if the
externality e is large, the heterogeneity h small,
and the value v low:
-

2e

(10)
The

h

v-Y

\d

\s

-U4A

2(v

FIGURE 1. THE PARETO FRONTIER OF FINAL AGREEMENTS

intuition

is

as

-

follow

low,
it
is
beneficial
th
cleans
more,
fact, the cost since
and benefit increase similarly
this
when
d' increases, and thethis
two effects cancel (shown
in
cleaner
where
is
m
differentiation
follow
the proof of Proposition 2). This
is also the reason
game
is
valuable.
If
/
why the upper boundary D does not
appear in e
importance
equation (10),
where
and why it does not matter whether
clea

amount
of it binds.16
clean
air
will
both
regions.
The
value

low.

If

e

>

III. With Side Payments:
V2,
it

is

op

Uniform or Different Policies0
region
contributed
mor
the
high-type
region
en
since
it
hasAs issue
the
ba
linkages andlower
logrolling become in-

harmonization
trinsic in the political
would
debate, some kind of side
th
all,
a
larger
e between
decreases
t
payments
regions can be included and

tiation

(9).
maybe not The
excluded from the dela
bargaining

increases,
other

each
region
agenda.
As already noticed,
side payments can

region's
also be achievedcontribut
by negotiating federal taxes

comes

more
tempted
differing (instead
of being uniform) across re-

t

strategy.
To
signal
barg
gions. Thus,
this section returns to the
original
lay
must
increase.
In
problem in Section I by letting the regions
ne- su
mity
becomes
better
rel
gotiate side payments
as well as policy differ-

entiation.
As
noticed,
it
is
nece
differentiation
be
g
The Pareto frontier of a to
final agreement
is
there
is
an
drawnincrease
in Figure 1, assuming (VA, VB) =in
domestically,
h
(i, v). The pointand
d = 0 represents the
the utilityless
tempted
toand signal
pair with uniformity
no side payments.
sequently, Policy
the
delay
differentiation
makes all utility-pairsde
tion
becomes
better
rel
along the d-line
possible. The s-line shows
If
the
heterogeneity
the Pareto frontier when side payments are h

entiation

also allowed.
becomes

ter

mor

relative
to
uniformi
The
chain
of
causation
16 Neither does the discount factor 8 appear in (10). For
more
complex:
if
e,
h,
signaling, it is necessary that the cost of delay is sufficiently
amount
of
equilibrium
large. If 6 increases, the cost per unit of delay decreases and
when
d'
changes,
do
delay thus increases, thereby keepingso
the overall cost
of
and
the
benefit
(the
amo
delay unchanged.
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A. The Outcome with
Payments
B Side
immediately
and Differentiation
offer
and
dela

(-D,

-s),

whic

This subsection states
low
the bargaining
type,
it
outcom
do
and explains how the Instead,
negotiations will
A proce
del
A
high-type
B

PROPOSITION 3: If B
the rejects
regions negotiate
A's

counteroffers
and s, the unique symmetric
sequential equi
rium satisfying the Intuitive
cepts. Criterion
If
e
> has
1/
following outcome (d,
a s,
low-type
t):
reg
largest
contri
payment
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h

B. When Is Uniformity Better0

When both differentiation and side payments
are possible, total expected utility can be written
as

1

1

uniformity

(14) uds=
(t1)+ (v4
4
1
1
-V+ 1
v +1
2

2

-

+

2

2

good
I.

1

0

+

e

(

1

-

FIGUR

As

in

the

AND e 1/2
previous

secti

whether
uniformity
can
b
As discussed
above, Uas increases in and
D, so
uniformity
is
required
gain
over
s uds
only.
Obviousl
> uo only if D is sufficiently
large. In the
be
exactly
as
sett
specialabove
case where D = 0, theby
policy cannot
be
resulting
total
differentiated,
expected
and allowing side payments leads u
parison:
to delay but no benefits. Thus, uo > us follows
as a corollary.

PROPOSITION 4: uds > us always.

The proposition holds simply because uds increases in D, which is true for two reasons.

If e - 1/2, it is of less importance where
cleaning takes place, and there is little value in
differentiation. Again, uO > uds because of the

delay. If e < 1/2, most of the cleaning takes
First, as D increases, it becomes possible to place in the high-type region in equilibrium, and
concentrate more of the cleaning in one region, the benefit of this is decreasing in e. If e > 1/2,
and the gain from efficient differentiation in- optimal differentiation implies that the low-type
creases (14). Second, regions can signal their region does most of the cleaning, and this bentypes by proposing a certain "direction of efit is increasing in e. In either case, the value of
trade," as discussed in the previous subsection. differentiation is increasing in 11/2 - el. A larger
The larger is D, the more credible is this signal, heterogeneity h raises the value of differentiaand the less delay is necessary (11)-(12). Thus,
tion, just as before.17
allowing differentiation makes the final agreement better as well as the delay shorter.
IV. Are Side Payments Good0
While Proposition 4 says that differentiation
is better whenever side payments must be on the
agenda, it does not imply that differentiation is
While the previous section analyzed the negood whenever side payments can be part of the gotiations with side payments, Section II studagenda. It may be beneficial to prohibit both ied the game without. Whether side payments
side payments and differentiation, since this
are possible may sometimes be a deliberate
ensures zero delay:
choice, and thus endogenous. For example, bundling trade and environmental negotiations may

PROPOSITION 5: u0 > uds if and only if both facilitate side payments. Delegating the barDI1 - 2eK < 1 and (15) hold. This is more likely gaining power to a minister with little discretion
if the heterogeneity h is small, the possibility to over other policies may instead preclude effective
differentiate D small, and 11/2 - el small:
17 Note that the value v does not appear in (15). Both the

2eD-3 3.
(1) h(1 2
1- -l 2elD

benefit of differentiation and the cost of delay increase
proportionally in v, which therefore does not affect the
comparison between them.
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international negotiations. The first subsection
may depend on the institutions. Side payments
summarizes the results in this light. In addition,
can be allowed or prohibited, respectively, by
the second subsection argues that the results
allocating
locate control to the head of government or
the optimal allocation of authority under the
a minister
stan- with less discretion over other polidard assumption that centralization implies
cies.uniWhile decentralized cooperation does not
formity. A novel theoretical foundation for
imply
this
uniformity, centralization does, under the
assumption is provided in the final subsection.
standard uniformity assumption. With this interpretation, uo > ud implies that centralization
A. International Cooperation
is better than decentralizing to local ministers;
u > uds means that centralization is better than
decentralizing to local heads of governments;
Negotiating agreements between autonomous

while
ud > uds states that local ministers should
states or regions can be a difficult task.
Two
in charge rather than the heads of local
important questions are: To which extentbeshould
governments. Together, the results locate the
the policies be harmonized across regions0
Should side payments be used0 The possible
optimal allocation of authority depending on the

bargaining agendas can be represented by
externality,
the
the heterogeneity, and the value of
following table:
the agreement.
As compared to the traditional literature (e.g.,
Policy differentiation0
Oates 1972), certain results are confirmed: cenno yes
tralization is better if heterogeneity is low and
the externality large. If the value of the public
Side payments0 no uO ud
good is large, differentiation is optimal. More
yes us uds
important issues should thus be decentralized,
since the regions bargain over these efficiently,
Section II compared the bargaining
just asagendas
in Peter Klibanoff and Jonathan Morduch
(1995). side
In contrast
in the first row of the table. Without
pay-to the literature, however,

ments, harmonization is good (uo
ud) when
the>existence
of asymmetric information is an
the externality is large while the heterogeneity
argumentfor centralization. If information were
and the value of the public good are
complete,
low.differentiation
Secwould be first-best, as
tion III compared the bargaining agendas
in the coordination. With asymwould decentralized
metric information, instead, decentralized coorsecond row. With side payments, differentiation
is always good (uds > us), but it would
beisbetter
dination
inefficient and centralization may be
to prohibit both side payments and
better.19
differentiaMoreover, the central government's
tion (uO > uds) if the externality isuniform
large,policy
heteris not a drawback, calling for
ogeneity low, and the possibility tomore
differentiate
decentralization (as normally argued).
small. The comparison between Quite
the the
rows,
opposite;
init is uniformity that makes
the case to
for procentralization, since it reduces the
Section IV, revealed that it is efficient
hibit side payments (ud > uds) if the
externality
costs
of reaching an agreement.
and the possibility to differentiate are small,
while the value of the agreement is large; uo >
us follows as a corollary. While both differenC. The Uniformity Assumption:
A Theoretical Foundation
tiation and side payments make the negotiations
flexible and tie the policy to local conditions,
they create conflicts of interest and, thus,
delay.
Since the
bargaining equilibrium above is
Notice that the two are complements:
unique
with
and in
side
separating strategies, differentiapayments, differentiation is always tion
good;
andwithout
side payments will always be requested
differentiation, side payments are always bad.
B. Decentralization or Centralization0

Ministers or Heads of State 0
As mentioned in the introduction, whether
side payments and differentiation are possible

'9 A related trade-off is studied by Patrick Bolton and
Joseph Farrell (1990). Decentralizing firms' entry in a market leads to delay, but the most efficient firm is likely to
enter first. A clumsy government, they assume, will immediately but randomly pick one firm.
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is relevant only if the
Admati
regions
and Perry (1987)can
and Cramton
precommi
(1992),
this before learning their
own for
types.
One
wa
and their justifications
this assumption
are
in Section
IB. Nevertheless,
what
committing may be discussed
to use
trigger
strategies
frequent interaction,
where
regions
to
would
happen if this
assumption werestick
relaxed0
agenda to sustain future
This c
On the onecooperation.
hand, the equilibrium described

above would cease toby
exist. Asasoon
as B starts
be achieved, for example,
norm
agai

using cash to settle delaying,
trade
agreements.
A
A realizes
that B is a low type, and
A mo
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is to
write
treatie
is tempted to revise
its offer
accordingly.
Ana constitution, calling
for
harmonized
polic
ticipating
a revised
offer, B would delay even
if
for certain issues. Either
way,
regions
it were a high
type, delay
would not be a consti
creding a federal union
ibleshould
signal, and therebe
would better
be no equilibriumable
commit to uniform inpolicies
when would
this
is
pure strategies. Negotiations
lead to
a be
ficial. Hence, the theory
predicts
more
unif
war of attrition,
where each negotiator
hopes
mity between regions
form
federal
un
that that
the opponent
gives in byamaking
the next
than between regions
offer,
that
thereby revealing
do not,
its impatience.
and
Thispoliti
situation to
arises more
in the model uniformity.
by Cramton (1992),
integration should lead
who assumes that either
negotiator can make the fou
analysis above thus provides
a theoretical
dation for the uniformity
first offer. In assumption,
equilibrium, reluctant negotiators
and ch
acterizes when it is delay
likely
longer to to
signal hold.
their types, just as in my
model. In the discrete-type model, however, a
VI. Robustness

war of attrition requires mixed strategies and the

welfare analysis becomes overly complicated.

To keep the analysis concise and tractable,On the other hand, the results would remain
the model is as simple as possible. The results
identical by adding one assumption. Suppose
continue to hold, however, in more general
that, instead of delaying to time t, a region could
models. For example, the model can easily (permanently
be
and credibly) downsize the
extended to allow for heterogeneity in externalproject from g = 1 to some 't < 1. A region
ities, cleaning costs, type-sets, or probabilities
could then signal its type by proposing a less
ambitious project, g < 1, instead of using delay.
of being low types.
Any bargaining game is just an example This
of would credibly signal reluctance, since it is
more costly for the high type than for the low
how negotiations may proceed, and it is important to ask whether the results would hold under
type to downsize the project: the utility funcdifferent procedures. The assumption that pro- tions fulfill the single-crossing condition in the
posal power is alternating is quite standard. By space (d, g). The results above would be idenrelaxing the assumption that a region must make tical by just reinterpreting the discount factor 6'
its offer at a particular time, however, I indi- as size g of the project.
As revealed by this discussion, the bargaining
procedure is important. It is thus worthwhile to
20 Nevertheless, even a low-type region may benefit abstract from particular procedures and instead
from committing to uniformity. Without and with side pay-study limitations that must hold for all procements, respectively, these conditions are
dures in our context. Since any bargaining game

h[ 2(v- 1 ) - 1 3-h(h- 1) and

can be replicated by a truthful mechanism
where each region announces its type, define the

mechanism Mds: (v, D)2 - 3, specifying an
amount of differentiation d, a side payment s,

and a time of settlement t for each pair of
announced types.21 For the case without side

h( - - 2elD- 1 -3,
thus stronger than the corresponding optimality conditions (10)

and (15). Still, there is no pooling equilibrium where all types
propose uniformity. If there were, a low type could deviate,
21 Notice that 6' may, alternatively, be interpreted as the
size of the agreement or the probability of the agreement

propose differentiation, and, thus, signal its type without delay.

This deviation, it turns out, benefits the low type.
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payments, set s = 0 and define the mechanism
mity, a critical and controversial assumption in

the federalism
literature.
by Md : (_, i))2 _ [R2. As argued in Section
IIA,
it may be necessary to require the outcome The
to be
empirical predictions of the model are
clear. For example, uniformity is good if and
fair, since one region would otherwise request
renegotiation. And, to ensure robustness,only
Robert
if the externality is large. While the requirements are harmonized for air and water
Wilson (1985, 1101) argues that mechanisms
should "not rely on features of the agents'
quality,
com- "the EU does not yet have a common
waste
mon knowledge, such as their probability
as- management policy" (McCormick 2001,
sessments." In our context, this is equivalent
168). Since
to
the regional externality appears to
be smaller in the latter case, this is in line with
requiring the mechanism to be implementable

the theory. As the EU expands, heterogeneity is
in dominant strategies, or that honest revelation
likely
is an ex post equilibrium. With these two
re-to increase, and uniformity should be less
desirable,
strictions, no procedure can do better than
the according to the theory. Indeed, De

Burca and Scott (2000) argue that the EU has

equilibria above.

moved toward more flexibility as more memPROPOSITION 7: The equilibria in Proposibers have been accepted.23 A careful empirical
investigation
is beyond the scope of this paper,
tions 1 and 3 implement, respectively, the
most
but fair
seems to be an interesting topic for future
efficient mechanisms Md and Mds that are
research.
and implementable in dominant strategies.
Theoretically, the analysis evaluates uniforThus, no "reasonable" procedure can mitigate
mity and side payments in a simple bargaining

the inefficiencies above. The conditions for

context. Institutional details are ignored, al-

when uniformity is good and side payments bad
though they are likely to play important roles in
hold for all such procedures.22
reality. Rules shaping bargaining, voting, or the

status quo may affect the desire to signal by
delay; future research should explore how. The

VII. Concluding Remarks

trade-offs above may also appear in settings
The paper combines a regional public good
quite different from political cooperation. For
model with bargaining under private informaexample, while side payments are the means of
tion. Conditions are derived under which policy
transaction in the market, they rarely take place
uniformity is good and side payments are bad.
within firms. Drawing on the analysis above, the
Besides providing normative recommendations
advantage of the market should be larger gains
from trade. Transactions within the firm, howfor how to organize international cooperation,
the results determine where control should be
ever, are less costly in terms of signaling or
located: central or local governments; heads of delay. Hence, when private information is imgovernment or ministers. The analysis also ex- portant, firms should outperform markets.

plains why centralization may imply unifor23 Prior to the Maastricht Treaty, Article 94 referred to
taking place. Thus, there is no loss of generality by looking "the approximation, or harmonisation." Nugent (2003, 301)
at deterministic mechanisms.
writes that "the word harmonisation was dropped to reflect
22 Uniformity and prohibiting side payments may do the more flexible and less rigid approach that had developed

better than Md and Md", since the outcome is then not

towards differences in national standards and require-

ments."

necessarily fair.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1:

First, some notation is introduced. A history after N offers is the set of proposed
offers, HN = {dN, tN}N. Let HN denote the set of possible histories, define Ho (0, 0),
the set of all possible histories. A pure strategy for A is a rule fA that says, whenev

whether A should accept the previous offer or make a counteroffer dN,, with delay tN

fA : H - {accept} U (R, R+). A's belief bA : H -- [0, 1] denotes the probability A puts on
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vB = v after some history HN. Similarly, fB
bB = 1/2.
Roughly speaking, a sequential equilibrium (Kreps and Wilson 1982) is a set of strategies and
beliefs such that after every history, each player's strategy is optimal, given its beliefs and the
other player's strategy, and the beliefs are consistent with Bayes's rule. The intuitive criterion
(Cho and Kreps 1987) is a refinement restricting the beliefs outside the equilibrium. In essence,
it requires that any action out of equilibrium that is beneficial for exactly one type implies that

beliefs place probability one on this type. For the case without side payments, this may be
defined as follows:

DEFINITION 1: Let (d, t)i denote the (expected) equilibrium outcome if i is of high type, given i's
belief Let Fi { (d, t)l(d, t) >i (d, t)i if and only if vi = v}. The intuitive criterion requires that bj =
1 after i : j has taken some action leading to an outcome in Fi.
An earlier version of this paper (Harstad 2004) let each region be of low type with probabil-

ity p, and found that a pooling equilibrium might exist if p - p for some p > 1/2. Since a
pooling equilibrium is thus impossible when p = 1/2, I will restrict the attention to separating

equilibria.
If information were complete, an argument similar to that of Ariel Rubinstein (1982) implies
that the unique sequential equilibrium is the one defined by Proposition 1 with zero delay.24 This

level of differentiation is the best anyone can hope for in a separating equilibrium, since
anything better would be rejected by the other region when the types are revealed.
Suppose that A is revealed to be of low type by making its last offer at tA. A high-type B will not
be able to convince A that B is of low type. Thus, B accepts any d - d', and will itself immediately
propose d' if A proposes d > d'. Should A understand that B is of low type, A would accept any d 0. Thus, a low-type B maximizes its utility by proposing an offer in F, which is acceptable to A if
bA = 1. That is, the offer must be unattractive to a high-type B and acceptable to a low-type A with
beliefs bA = 1:25
1

max [v - 1 - (1 - v(1 - 2e))d]t2 s.t. d > 0 and
(d,t2 )

1

1

[v

-

1

-

- 1 -(1- -2e))d'

d = 0 and 8t2-tA --

Z,-1

Suppose, instead, that A is revealed to be of high type by making an
not be able to convince A that B is of low type, and B accepts any d

24 Note that an affine transformation of the utilities gives

UA

A
is

i's

time

UB

vi-1

A(1

2e)]

willingness

between

to

offe

25
Any
other
offer
can
constitute
a
sepa
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propose d = 0 if A proposes d > 0. A low-type B, on the other hand, maximize

proposing an acceptable offer in F,. The problem is similar to that above, and the

d = -d' and 8t--tA -

v - 1 + (1 - -v(1 - 2e))d

Having found B's optimal strategy, let us turn to A. In a separating equilibrium, A makes an offer
which only a high-type B accepts. If A is of high type, it cannot persuade B to believe that bB = 1.
Thus, a high-type A proposes d = 0 at tA = 0, which gives A the expected utility

UA = -(v - 1)+ - 1 - (1 - v(1 - 2e))d']8tB
The low-type A's problem is then to make an offer which is not attractive to a high-type A, but
acceptable to a high-type B with beliefs bB = 1:

max [ - 1 + (1 - v(1 - 2e))d]8tA + (v - 1)8t2-tA46A s.t. d 0d' and

(d,tA )

-UA UA
' - 1 + (1 - iv(1
- 2e))d]8'A + -()- 1)812--tta

The solution is d = d' and
v-1

I - 1 + (1 - v(1 - 2e))d

Combined, it follows that 8t t" = _8tt and 8'2 are such as defi
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2:

Note that (1 - 8't2) = 2(1 - 6t). Comparing (8) and (9), ud < u0 requires:

--e (-(2
v)d'8t1 (1- (v4- 1)(1 - 8t2)
2
26) +
2
'
2(1

(1
-

-

2e)(v

2e)(v

+

v

-

v)(v
2)(v

-

-

1)d'

1)

5

-

2e(3

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3:

The proof is quite similar to the proof of Proposition 1, so only the key differenc
mentioned. The relevant concepts are defined in the analogous way. If information w
the unique sequential equilibrium would be given by Proposition 3 with no delay: this c
as a similar reasoning to that of Rubinstein (1982). As previously, no pooling equilibr
the attention can be restricted to separating equilibria.

Suppose that e ,1/2, and that A is revealed to be of low type by making an offer at t
B will be unable to convince A that B is of low type, and will propose d = D and s = s

utility UB = [v + v - 2 + (v - v)(1 - 2e)D]/4. This offer equalizes and maximize

utility of the agreement, and it is the best B can hope for. Thus, in considering A's off
B accepts anything that would make B's utility at least as large as UB. If we restrict th
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symmetric outcomes (where d = s = 0 if vA =
0, t') acceptable to A but unattractive for a hig

1 1 v+ v - 2 + (v - v)(1 - 2e)D

2- (v
2(v1)
max
- 1)4 s.t. UiBta
- (I - 1)

Suppose,
instea
accepts/propos

acceptable

to

A

- min 1 + (- 1)(1 - (1 -2e)D)/2'
The high-type A makes an offer that only a high-type B accepts (d = s = 0) at tj = 0, giving

A = (v - 1) + [- 1 - (1 - v(1 - 2e))D - s]68'
The low-type A's problem is then to make an offer that is not attractive to a high-type A, but
acceptable to a high-type B with beliefs bB = 1. It can easily be shown that a low-type A will make
a screening offer (D, s, tA) where
-v)(1 -(1 2e)D)/2

&A ii -I+(V-- 2e)D)1 .

If e > 1/2, the proof proceeds in the same way, but since d changes signs

2e)D should be replaced by I1 - 2elD. Combined, it follows that

defined in Proposition 3.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5:

D 1Requiring
- 2el - 1,uds'
the upolicy
is optimally differentiated with no delay. Thus, assume that Dl 1 2ejIf< 1.
implies

(- v) -v2e
-D 8 - (1 - 8' ) 2
+ (v -2
1)(1 4
- 82) 5
> (v- - v)1 - 2elD
2

-

(v

-

2(v - 1)
[3v

v)(1

+

v

-

-

1

-

4]

2e

-

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6:

Comparing (6)-(7) and (11)-(12), notice that side payments increase delay whenev

(Al) (v - v)(1 - 1 - 2elD)/2 [1 - v(1 - 2e)]d'.

26 Why restrict the attention to symmetric offers0 If both regions are of low type, B can signal this m

proposing that A contribute most (d = -D) and adjusting the side payments to equalize utilities. Th

expensive for a high-type B, so less delay is necessary. Allowing such an offer would make the outcome wit
more efficient, but the results would not change qualitatively. If small transaction costs were related to the
and B would prefer to renegotiate and set d = s = 0, when both are proven to be of low type. Hence, signali

d = -D would not be credible, since the agreement would not be fair.
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Substituting for d' reveals that this condition never holds when d' < D. Then, side p

delay (in addition to permitting optimal differentiation) and are always good. Thus,
and d' = D. If e 0 1/2, there are no gains from trade, and side payments are bad if a

holds. This requires

(- v)(1 - (1 - 2e)D) 2[1 - v(1 - 2e)]D ( - v) D2 - ( + v)

<*:h-1D 2e(h
+ 1)-(h+
1)(1-2e) :(16)
v1
If

e

>

1/2,

there

Prohibiting

1

v+v

2

1

1

+1

2

2

4

)

1

(-

4

v+v

-

2

2

side

2

1t]

v

2

are

g

paym

)

(v

1

2

1 v - v 8, - 8't

2 v + v - 2 51s + at

+ (V- 1)(5t2- t2) v v (e - 1/2)D < t__t

(h - 1) ED (h - 1)(1 - ED) - 2
h/2 + 3/2 (h - 1)(1 - ED) + 2(e(h + 1)/n + hE)D + 4h '
where E = e - 1/2 and n -v - 1. By introspection, this inequality is more likely to hold if D and
e are small while v is large. Both sides may increase in h, but the derivative with respect to h of the
left-hand side increases in D, while that of the right-hand side decreases in D. Thus, for a small
(large) D, side payments become worse when h increases (decreases).
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 7:

Requiring the outcome to be "fair" means that d and (d, s) should be equal to the ou

information were complete, i.e., as in Proposition 1 and 3, respectively. All pa
constraints are then fulfilled. Requiring strategies to be dominant means that t
constraints should hold whatever type the opponent announces, or even when th

type is known. I will now calculate the most efficient mechanism given these constra

t1, and t2 denote the time of the settlement when, respectively, neither, one, and bo

announce low type. Since the game is symmetric, t1 will not depend on which of
announces low type.
With differentiation but no side payments, the problem is

max u 4 1)to1(v 1)5t22+ [ (v + v) - 1 + (- e)(- vv)d']8t s.

to,tl ,t210

:(v- 1)8to> [vF- 1 + (1 - -(1 - 2e))d']8't (IC),

' [v - 1 - (1 - -v(1 - 2e))d']' 2 -1(V -_ 1)5,2 (IC).
(IC) and (IC) are the high type's incentive constraints when the other region announces high and low
type, respectively. Both (IC) and (IC) must hold in an ex post equilibrium. It is easily checked that
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the low type's incentive constraints are not b
solution is as in Proposition 1.

With side payments, and if e 1/2, the pro

max uds- ( 8+t 1 + (
1

2

a - 1)8 [v - 1 + (1 - v(1 1

1

2[v
v2
If

e

>

1/2,

-

1

the

Substituting

for
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